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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Issue Addressed and Thesis Statement

Although Article 8 of Malaysia’s Federal Constitution provides for the equality of all persons and, to a limited extent, a prohibition on discrimination, Article 153 of the Federal Constitution creates an exception to safeguard the “special position” of the Malays and the natives of the states of Sabah and Sarawak (collectively known as “Bumiputeras” or “sons of the soil”). Article 153’s “special position” for the Malays resulted from marked economic difficulties endured by the majority ethnic group, comprising largely of Malays, at the time period before Malaysia’s independence.

Malaysia’s economic climate has drastically changed since 1957. Today, the preferential treatment of Malays violates fundamental human rights. Malaysia must adopt a solution for its problem of poor Bumiputeras that will eradicate poverty and restructure society, to remove the identification of race or ethnicity with economic status without solidifying the power positions of the Malay elite.

While Malaysia has not ratified the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), which establishes that affirmative action programs must have an end date, there is little doubt that progressive international practice requires that it start to dismantle its affirmative action programs. International law requires equal protection, subject only to measures in the period immediately after previous discrimination, during which remedial measures are permitted. The ICERD, European practice, and United States practice recognize the need to treat affirmative action programs as exceptional measures because they perpetuate stereotypes and race-based politics. Moreover, countries like India, which have used programs like Malaysia’s, have had similar problems of corruption and misdirected resources, with South Africa, and its redress-focused approach offering a better model. The terms under which Malaysia’s program originally set an end-date have been met—redress has been achieved, as shown by the significant wealth acquired by the native Malay population. Now that basic redress has been achieved, measures focused on income, wealth, family education levels and place of residence will produce greater equity over time than race-based solutions—something that the
United States has increasingly emphasized. Malaysia’s present problem simply lacks continuing justification.

In Part II (A), this note demonstrates that international law requires equal protection, subject only to measures in the period immediately after previous discrimination, during which remedial measures are permitted. Part II (B) illustrates that, after nearly fifty years, Malaysia can no longer justify preferential measures and the criticality of a stipulated end date. Finally, Part II (C) of this note discusses how measures focused on wealth, place of residence, and other, less problematic, distinguishing features, can accomplish many of the same goals as racial preferences.

B. Colonialization, Communism, and Independence

On December 7, 1941, the Japanese invaded from the north and attacked Malaya. This attack on Malayan shores occurred about an hour before the Japanese surprise aerial attack on Pearl Harbor, a United States naval base in Hawaii. This marked the start of the Pacific War during World War II.

In 1948, upon the conclusion of the Japanese occupation of Malaya, the Federation of Malaya was created under British protection. British involvement in Malaya dates back to 1786, when the British East India Company acquired the island of Penang; subsequently, in the early 1800s, Sir Stamford Raffles founded British settlements in Singapore and Penang and the sultans of small Malay states began to accept British “advisers” who, essentially, became the true rulers of the land. To effectuate colonialization efforts, the British encouraged heavy immigration from India and China to supply labor to British tin mines and rubber plantations. The British reigned supreme until the 1941 Japanese invasion of Malaya. Japanese troops moved rapidly down the Malay Peninsula resulting in the United Kingdom’s surrender of Singapore, where it had established a significant naval base in
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The fall of Singapore was touted as Britain’s greatest military defeat since the Battle of Yorktown in 1781.

In 1948, the “Malayan Emergency,” a national state of emergency, began when the Communist Party of Malaya, a predominantly Chinese organization, began a guerilla insurgency. British troops fought to quash the Communist insurrection, which lasted until the early 1950s. Malayan independence was the pivotal solution to the Communists’ claim that they were freeing the Malayan people from British rule. In 1957, the Federation of Malaya gained its independence from the British and joined the Commonwealth of Nations as an independent sovereign state. The federation, which included Singapore, was renamed Malaysia in 1963. In 1965, Singapore parted ways to become its own island-nation.

C. Riots of 1969

The Malayan Emergency led to Malay unrest, and there was an urgent need to do something about it. Of Malaysia’s population of thirty-two million people, ethnic Malay Muslims make up about 60%, while ethnic Chinese and Indians comprise about 30%. Malaysia’s history of racial tension dates back to the influx of Chinese workers in the 19th century and was heightened in 1957 after Malaysia gained independence from the United Kingdom. The Japanese occupation and the British rule increased communal distrust. Facing a communist insurgency, Malaysia was a young nation wrought with fragile race relations. During the Malaysian national elections of 1969, the United Malays National Organization (UMNO), the party that has dominated the government since independence, won less than half the popular vote. UMNO’s parliamentary seats were significantly reduced after it won less
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than half the popular vote, and while it still held a majority in Parliament, the Chinese-based Opposition Party claimed “victory.”\textsuperscript{20} As a result, deadly riots ensued.\textsuperscript{21} Malays and Chinese ran amok and wreaked havoc throughout the kampongs, or residential areas.\textsuperscript{22} The riots, a result of the brewing tensions between the native Malays and the more economically powerful Chinese,\textsuperscript{23} continued for weeks and led to a state of national emergency along with the suspension of Parliament until 1971.\textsuperscript{24}

\textbf{D. 1971 Race-Based Affirmative Action}

In 1970, after the 1969 riots, Malaysia adopted a race-based affirmative action program under the New Economic Policy (NEP), known as the pro-Bumiputera policies.\textsuperscript{25} The NEP sought to eliminate poverty and to reduce wealth and income inequalities between different ethnic groups in Malaysia.\textsuperscript{26} In Colonial Malaya, “ethnic cartels” prevented the indigenous Malays from venturing into profitable industries. Moreover, the Malays held employment mostly in agriculture and other less-skilled occupations, while the Chinese and Indians were employed in higher skilled and higher-income occupations.\textsuperscript{27} In 1970, the Malays held just 2.4% of the total share capital of companies in Malaysia while the Chinese and Indians jointly held almost one third, with the remaining 63% owned by foreign interests.\textsuperscript{28}

The NEP sought to rectify these wealth and income disparities between the Malays and non-Malays by restructuring company ownership, control, and employment, by implementing quotas and price discrimination in the commercial and industrial sectors, and by adapting explicit enrollment quotas at institutes of tertiary education.\textsuperscript{29}

For instance, companies today have to allocate 30\% of their share capital to Bumiputeras as part of any expansion effort and all construction projects
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are required to have 30% Bumiputera participation.\(^{30}\) This has led to the notoriety of “Ali Baba” ventures in Malaysia: joint ventures between a less qualified Bumiputera and a financially well-endowed non-Bumiputera, whereby the unqualified Bumiputera “rents” his ethnic status in exchange for lucrative sums of money.\(^{31}\) This rampant practice of selling-off one’s entitlements disguises the actual beneficiaries of these pro-Bumiputera policies. Bumiputera businessmen are also generally granted a 10% discount when bidding for construction projects, and state-sponsored institutions subsidize these individuals’ finance and management training programs.\(^{32}\)

There are also race-based quotas for enrollment to assist Malays in gaining admission into coveted Malaysian universities. Race discrimination furthermore persists in the context of hiring and property rentals. Race-based discrimination persists in every aspect of life in Malaysia, and impacts the social, economic, financial, academic, and political climate of the nation.

Malaysia’s affirmative action program favoring the Bumiputera majority was justifiable during the immediate post-colonial period with a market-dominant ethnic minority, but, with no cut-off date or pre-specified intended outcome, the pro-Bumiputera policies have morphed from a necessity to reduce racial economic inequalities to a hallmark of Malay supremacy.

\(E.\) “\textit{Ban-ICERD}” Protests Today

The pro-Bumiputera policies are a heated issue in Malaysia today and it was the cause of recent, major protests in Malaysia. In late 2018, massive protests broke out\(^{33}\) as a result of a pledge by Malaysia to ratify the ICERD.\(^{34}\) Malay groups feared that Malaysia’s ratification of ICERD would invariably dilute the race-based privileges for the Malay majority as the pro-Bumiputera policies are in direct violation of ICERD. Malaysia would have been compelled to establish an end date to its pro-Bumiputera policies had it followed through with its pledge of ICERD ratification as the ICERD requires a stipulated end date for any special measures taken by its Member States that engage in special measures for the advancement of certain racial
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The protestors at the all-Malay rally were adamant that Malay privileges and Islamic superiority prevail in Malaysia. The protests, coupled with fear of the loss of the Malay majority vote and the lack of buy-in from its own members, caused the Malaysian government to backpedal on its pledge to ratify the ICERD.\footnote{ICERD, supra note 3, art. 1.} The office of Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad issued a statement stating that the Malaysian government would not ratify the ICERD without providing any reason for its decision.\footnote{See Reuters, supra note 33.} Clearly, the protests had a significant political impact and caused a drastic shift in the position of the Malaysian government.

II. SUPPORT FOR THE ELIMINATION OF RACE-BASED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS

A. International Human Rights Law

International law requires equal protection, subject only to measures in the period immediately after previous discrimination, during which remedial measures are permitted. As a matter of customary international law, a post-colonial setting requires limits to be imposed on affirmative action programs to avoid it from becoming abusive. This section explains how there is practice and \textit{opinio juris} under customary international law that supports the elimination of race-based affirmative action programs.

1. UN Human Rights

The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (UN Human Rights) is the principal United Nations office that is mandated to protect and promote human rights worldwide.\footnote{What We Do: An Overview, U.N. HUM. RTS. OFF. OF THE HIGH COMM’R, https://www.ohchr.org/EN/AboutUs/Pages/WhatWeDo.aspx (last visited Dec. 14, 2021) [hereinafter High Commissioner].} The United Nations was established in 1945 and promotes “respect for human rights for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.”\footnote{Id.} The High Commissioner works in close collaboration with governments worldwide to set human rights standards and to subsequently implement and monitor these standards on the ground.\footnote{Id.} To lessen the burden of governments when transitioning to the implementation of international human rights standards, the High Commissioner “provides
assistance to Governments, such as expertise and technical trainings in the areas of administration of justice, legislative reform, and electoral process, to help implement international human rights standards on the ground.  

The High Commissioner subscribes ICERD’s provisions allowing for, but limiting special measures taken for the sole purpose of advancing certain racial groups as stipulated in Article 1:

Special measures taken for the sole purpose of securing adequate advancement of certain racial or ethnic groups or individuals . . . shall not be continued after the objectives for which they were taken have been achieved.

ICERD clearly stipulates that a defined end date be effectuated in the event a State Party undertakes special measures for the advancement of certain racial groups requiring such protection. Such special measures advancing certain ethnic groups must be discontinued once the objectives for which those measures created have been achieved. Moreover, ICERD unmistakably condemns all forms of racial discrimination and governmental policies that create or perpetuate racial discrimination. State Parties cannot sponsor, defend, or support racial discrimination. More proactively, State Parties have the responsibility to review legislative policies to amend, rescind, or nullify these policies that perpetuate racial discrimination. State Parties are responsible for ending any pre-existing racially discriminatory practices. ICERD’s Article 2 states:

States Parties condemn racial discrimination and undertake to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating racial discrimination in all its forms and promoting understanding among all races, and, to this end:

Each State Party undertakes to engage in no act or practice of racial discrimination against persons, groups of persons or institutions and to ensure that all public authorities and public institutions, national and local, shall act in conformity with this obligation;

Each State Party undertakes not to sponsor, defend or support racial discrimination by any persons or organizations;

Each State Party shall take effective measures to review governmental, national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullify any laws and regulations which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists;
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Each State Party shall prohibit and bring to an end, by all appropriate means, including legislation as required by circumstances, racial discrimination by any persons, group or organization.\(^{46}\)

The language in ICERD’s Article 2, prohibiting State Parties from enacting regulations that create or perpetuate racial discrimination, is particularly at conflict with Malaysia’s pro-Bumiputera policies. The pro-Bumiputra policy essentially promotes racial discrimination in a multi-racial society. The 2018 protests led to the Malaysian government retracting its pledge to ratify the ICERD. The retraction occurred due to the fact that Malaysia would have had to rescind or nullify its pro-Bumiputera policies had it become a State Party to the ICERD. Equality is a highly esteemed virtue for a developing nation. Malaysia’s ratification of the ICERD would support the furtherance of Malaysia’s economic and social growth on an international level because developed nations typically do not engage in race-based affirmative action programs. Ratification of the ICERD would also bolster Malaysia’s standing regionally among the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) because other, more progressive ASEAN nations do not subscribe to race-based affirmative action programs.

Therefore, the pro-Bumiputera policies are in direct conflict with the ICERD. Equal protection calls for governmental policies undertaken by the Malaysian government to nullify the existing pro-Bumiputera policy and to end any direct or indirect forms of racial discrimination within the young nation.

Malaysia, however, must balance any plans of conforming to the UN Human Rights laws and ratifying the ICERD with the violent protests that recently ensued. The violent protests could ensue again upon any plans to ratify ICERD in the near future. The Malaysian government could seek the help of the High Commissioner to lessen its burden when transitioning to the implementation of international human rights standards. The High Commissioner would be able to provide assistance to the Malaysian government, providing its expertise in dealing with the socialization of such changes within the society at large. For instance, the High Commissioner could provide the Malaysian government with technical trainings in the areas of administration of justice, legislative reform, and electoral process. The successful implementation of international human rights standards on the ground is based largely on the successful socialization and adoption of these standards by the people of a nation. Seeking the High Commissioner’s assistance to obtain the buy-in of the people is critical. Any rash
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implementation without proper socialization is surely to backfire and likely to result in rampant riots and protests that would jeopardize the safety of the people.

2. European Convention on Human Rights

The European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) is a convention based in Strasbourg, France that protects the human rights of people in countries that belong to the Council of Europe. The Council of Europe is an intergovernmental organization created after World War II. The Council of Europe has forty-seven Member States and is focused on the human rights and social development of its Member States. The ECHR came into force in 1953 and was adopted by the forty-seven Member States of the Council of Europe, including the United Kingdom. The ECHR established the European Court of Human Rights, which is an international court that hears cases concerning alleged breaches of human rights provisions. The ECHR focuses on cases related to human rights matters, principally civil rights and political rights. Section I, Article 14 of the ECHR prohibits both direct and indirect forms of discrimination and states that:

The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, color, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.

The ECHR is a reputable body of human rights law within Europe. Below is an explanation of how the United Kingdom incorporates the rights set out in the ECHR into domestic British law by way of the Human Rights

---
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Act that came into force in 1998 and the Equality Act that came into force in 2010.

On the one hand, the United Kingdom’s Human Rights Act of 1998 enables cases involving breaches of human rights to be heard domestically in courts within the United Kingdom. This eliminates the hassle of British citizens seeking justice at the ECHR in Strasbourg, France. The Human Rights Act also posits that all public bodies within the United Kingdom must respect and protect human rights. Additionally, the Human Rights Act stipulates that all new laws passed by the British Parliament must comply with the rights set out in the ECHR.

On the other hand, the Equality Act of 2010 brings together 116 pieces of legislation into one single Act. The Equality Act provides Britain with anti-discrimination laws that serve to further the rights of the ECHR by promoting a more fair and just society and by protecting individuals from unfair treatment. Ironically, the United Kingdom breached the ECHR’s Article 14’s prohibition against discrimination more than any other country in the European Council.

The ECHR states that being treated differently due to race may be lawful only in select instances. For instance, race discrimination is lawful when an organization is taking positive action to encourage or develop people in a racial group that is under-represented or disadvantaged in a role or activity.
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In line with international law, Malaysia should impose limits on its affirmative action programs to avoid abuse. Malaysia has already undertaken post-colonialization affirmative action programs by way of the pro-Bumiputera policy to develop the Bumiputera population due to that majority population being disadvantaged during the colonial period in Malaysia. Therefore, Malaysia ought to re-evaluate the under-representation and disadvantages its Bumiputera population faces in light of modern-day circumstances, to ascertain whether that population is currently disadvantaged. There have been substantial changes over the past fifty years, and so today Malaysia is not what it was in colonial times. Mirroring what is prescribed in Article 14 of the ECHR, Malaysia culminated the pro-Bumiputera policy to assist the then-disadvantaged Bumiputera ethnic group, who was disadvantaged by ethnic cartels during the colonial era.

However, the economic sphere of modern-day Malaysia has changed, and the Malays are no longer confined to menial industries. Unlike the colonial British times, the “lucrative” industries in Malaysia are no longer controlled by the Chinese. Although the ECHR allows for such race-based positive action to correct past wrongs to certain racial groups, there is no verbiage within the ECHR to suggest that these positive actions persist indefinitely once the injustice to the disadvantaged group has been rectified.65

B. Unduly Lengthy Time Period for Preferential Measures

After nearly fifty years, Malaysia can no longer justify preferential measures. Malaysia should identify an end date for its pro-Bumiputera policy. Preferential measures are a means to an end and, once that pre-determined end goal has been accomplished, the preferential measures should be terminated. An unduly lengthy time period for preferential measures blurs the line between affirmative action and discriminatory practice. While affirmative action may be viewed as partaking in compensatory justice, it nonetheless has negative consequences, since it perpetuates racial division. Compensatory justice seeks to correct past wrongs, but once those wrongs are corrected, furtherance of affirmative action programs subvert those corrective outcomes into the realm of racial supremacy.

This section distinguishes the affirmative action schemes in South Africa and in India with that of Malaysia. Internationally, a plethora of countries deploy affirmative action schemes: neighborhood-based

---

affirmative action (France), gender-based affirmative action (Germany and China), race/ethnic-based affirmative action (Brazil and Slovakia), and linguistic-based quotas (Finland). The scope of this section shall be limited to the race-based affirmative action approach employed in South Africa and the social class-based approach implemented in India.

The affirmative action programs in South Africa and in India were set in motion to rectify past disadvantages to select groups of the respective societies. Similar to Malaysia, the affirmative action programs in South Africa and in India are still in force today. However, the dynamics and circumstances surrounding those programs differ significantly from that of Malaysia so while those programs continue due to differing circumstances, the pro-Bumiputera policy enforced in Malaysia should not continue.

1. Affirmative Action in South Africa

While affirmative action programs can be justified in South Africa, where huge racial gaps persist, they can no longer be justified in Malaysia. Similar to Malaysia, South Africa has a racial majority that benefits from affirmative action as a result of disadvantages encountered by the black majority group during the apartheid. Apartheid was a social and political system during an era of white minority rule in South Africa during the period between 1948 and the 1990s. Established in 1948 by the racialist National Party, apartheid means “separateness” in the Afrikaans language. During the apartheid period, South Africans were divided by race and forced to live separately. Apartheid meant inferior public services and separate building entrances for non-whites, and it also stripped black South Africans of their citizenship. Apartheid was abolished in 1994 at which time Nelson Mandela, a key anti-apartheid activist and Nobel Peace Prize recipient, was elected to the Presidency of South Africa.

The South African Constitution contains an equality provision that serves a two-fold purpose: first, it is used to redress past disadvantages and past imbalances after the apartheid regime that sought to benefit white South Africans while disadvantaging black South Africans; and, second, it is used
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to build the vision of an egalitarian society.\textsuperscript{72} “Redress is a backward-looking justification while the creation of an egalitarian society is a forward-looking justification.”\textsuperscript{73} On the one hand, redress seeks to tip the moral scales so as to position those previously disadvantaged individuals or groups in a position that they would have been in had the injustices not occurred.\textsuperscript{74} On the other hand, building an egalitarian society takes a forward-looking approach focusing on South Africa’s present day dilemmas: poverty and homelessness along with insufficient healthcare and unemployment.\textsuperscript{75}

Equality comes in many shapes and forms. While substantive equality recognizes differences, and focuses on creating an equal society, “restitutionary” equality recognizes harms done in the past and focuses on making up for past injustices.\textsuperscript{76} The main legislative agent for achieving equality in South Africa is the “equality provision” in Section 9 within the Bill of Rights in the South African Constitution that states in part:

Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and benefit of the law.

Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and freedoms. To promote the achievement of equality, legislative and other measures designed to protect or advance persons, or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination may be taken.\textsuperscript{77}

The Bill of Rights is the cornerstone of democracy in South Africa and prohibits unfair discrimination; yet it is not violated in the event remedial action is taken to rectify past disadvantages to designated categories of persons.\textsuperscript{78} The two most prominent examples of affirmative action legislation that gives effect to equality pursuant to Section 9(2) of South Africa’s Constitution are the Employment Equity Act and the Labor Relations Act.\textsuperscript{79} Per Section 2(b), the Employment Equity Act seeks to achieve equity in the workplace by “implementing affirmative action measures to redress the disadvantages in employment experienced by designated groups, in order to ensure their equitable representation in all occupational categories and levels in the workforce.”\textsuperscript{80}
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Designated groups within the meaning of the Employment Equity Act means “black people, women and people with disabilities.”\(^\text{81}\) Therefore, perceived discriminatory employment practices in furtherance of the goal of redressing the disadvantages encountered by the majority black people during the apartheid era of white minority rule is permitted. This form of “reverse discrimination” is permitted as it is deemed “positive action.”\(^\text{82}\)

Nonetheless, one can distinguish reverse discrimination practices in South Africa from the Bumiputera policy in Malaysia. While the identified social ills, like poverty, unemployment, and homelessness, are still highly prevalent in South Africa, these have been significantly reduced in Malaysia. Poverty is on the rise in South Africa, and more than half of South Africans were affected by poverty in 2015.\(^\text{83}\) However, economic statistics show the incidence of income disparities between Bumiputera and non-Bumiputera have narrowed in Malaysia over the past fifty years.\(^\text{84}\) Moreover, “[t]he incidence of absolute poverty in Malaysia fell from about half (49%) of total households in 1970, to 37% per cent in 1980, 17% per cent in 1990 and 5% per cent by 2002.”\(^\text{85}\) Therefore, the rampancy of the social ills still prevalent in modern day South Africa is not encountered in present-day Malaysia. This key distinguishing factor demonstrates why the continuation of Malaysia’s preference laws is not justified although the preference laws of South Africa may still be justifiable.

2. Affirmative Action in India

Affirmative action programs seem to encourage political manipulation to game the system, and benefit individuals who do not deserve it. Malaysia’s experience with affirmative action programs has been similar to India’s where the beneficiaries of these programs are not the truly deserving recipients as explained by the “Ali Baba” schemes above.\(^\text{86}\)

Reservation systems in India seek to create social caste-based, affirmative action programs for minorities, namely Scheduled Castes (SCs) and the Scheduled Tribes (STs).\(^\text{87}\) The Hindu caste hierarchy deemed the SCs and STs as “untouchables” and these groups of people have been historically
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ostracized from society for being “unclean.”\textsuperscript{88} India’s reservation policy is built into the country’s sixty-nine-year-old Constitution. It seeks to improve the lives of these minority castes via three primary methods: appointment and promotion in government services, admissions to public educational institutions, and seats in central, state, and local legislatures.\textsuperscript{89}

Initially aimed at promoting social justice and equal rights, India’s affirmative action program has been subject to abuse and its efficacy questioned. While reservations in political representation originally had a ten-year time limit with subsequent extensions every ten years, the reservations in government services and education had no explicit time limit. They were left to the discretion of the government. Without judicial oversight, India’s affirmative action program perpetuates inequality versus redressing it.\textsuperscript{90}

The circumstances surrounding today’s socio-economic climate in India are starkly different from 1500 years ago when the caste system was enacted. Then, India’s caste system was created as a way of organizing occupations in a feudal agricultural society.\textsuperscript{91} The Brahmans were at the top of the “food chain” and were assigned highly reputable occupations, while the untouchables were at the very bottom and were confined to menial jobs.\textsuperscript{92} Today, however, the exodus of India’s population from villages to sprawling cities negates caste as an economic restriction.\textsuperscript{93} Population migration and urbanization have led to increased income mobility within India’s castes and the erosion of historical, educational boundaries.\textsuperscript{94}

The caste-based quotas have led to inequality and abuse. For instance, children from India’s mega-rich families have secured highly coveted seats reserved for the traditionally “untouchable” castes at India’s top universities simply because they satisfy the requirements of being classified within that historically “untouchable” caste.\textsuperscript{95} These wealthy beneficiaries capitalize upon the universities’ caste-based quotas through fraud and corruption and deny highly intelligent children from poor families the right to secure admission which they would have earned on their own merits in the absence
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of these mandated quotas. Additionally, according to a recent BBC News report, India’s affirmative action program has become a political gimmick. Politicians use affirmative action quotas as a tool to win quick votes among their constituents by promoting added caste-based quotas as part of their political campaigns. These examples show that the true goals of the affirmative action program are not being met. In many instances, the true beneficiaries of these affirmative action programs are not the actual ones benefiting from the fruits of these programs and affirmative action programs and quotas have been rampant misused by rogue politicians seeking to win quick votes.

Comparing India’s affirmative action program with that of Malaysia’s, it is clear that the grave consequences of inequality and abuse resulting from India’s program ought to be taken into consideration as a reason to halt the unduly lengthy period for preferential measures in Malaysia. An undefined end date not only reduces the efficacy of the pro-Bumiputera program but also undermines the results of the corrective measures undertaken. Moreover, analogizing to the abuse of caste-based quotas in India’s higher education system, abusive “Ali Baba” ventures have gained notoriety in Malaysia. These joint ventures lead to inequality as they involve an unqualified Bumiputera “renting” his ethnic status to a financially well-endowed non-Bumiputera for that non-Bumiputera to engage in that business venture. Although the non-Bumiputera is well-equipped with the assets and the capital to start a business venture in a given industry on his own, he is unable to do so without a Bumiputera business partner. This is pursuant to the pro-Bumiputera policy’s designated quotas and total share capital allocations for Bumiputeras. Ali Baba ventures are abusive and unequal because the Bumiputera partner sits back and collects lucrative sums of money simply in exchange for “renting” his ethnic status to the non-Bumiputera business partner who invests his hard work, time, and savings into the business venture. Therefore, similar to India, Malaysia, too, encounters inequality as part of having an undefined end date for its preference laws.

3. Stipulated End Date

The NEP’s goals have already been achieved. Therefore, Malaysia needs to define an end date to its preference system. The end date should be based on the achievement of the pro-Bumiputera policy’s pre-defined goals, as
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stated in the NEP in 1971. In addition to eradicating poverty, the NEP stipulated a 30% Bumiputera ownership of total share capital in Malaysia. Today, the 30% Bumiputera equity target has been achieved using the market value calculation. However, this Bumiputera equity target is unlikely to ever be achieved using the flawed par value calculation. Per the NEP, the 30% total share capital is calculated using a stock’s par value. Additionally, the valuation of share capital excludes shares held by the federal and state governments.

Par value is a stock’s face value. Most stocks are issued a par value at the time of issuance. Usually, corporations issues stocks with a nominal assignment for par value, such as a penny. The par value is a very minimal amount a corporation assigns its shares to prevent legal liability in the event the price of its stock falls below the assigned par value. For stocks, it is the market value that really matters. Market value is a stock’s actual value at any given time of trade on the stock market. Market value fluctuates based on market conditions and is a better representation of the company’s health along with the micro- and macro-economic conditions.

For illustrative purposes, Apple Inc.’s stock (NASDAQ ticker symbol “AAPL”) as of the end of 2018 demonstrates the significantly enormous difference between par value and market value. As of the end of 2018, Apple Inc.’s assets totaled $365.73 billion and its liabilities totaled $258.58 billion. While Apple’s resulting total stockholders’ equity was $107.15 billion, its par value was just $40.2 billion.

Par value as a basis of valuation of share capital is egregious. As the Malaysia Press has noted, the government’s methodology is incomplete because of the use of par value, instead of market price, along with its
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exclusion of government shareholding from the computation of equity ownership. An end date based on the achievement of the Bumiputera equity target ought to be implemented with a revised, more rational, calculation of total share capital. Total share capital should be calculated using a stock’s market value instead of its par value.

As the example of Apple’s stock demonstrates, the par value is an unrealistic basis for the formulation of the true value of a company’s total shareholder equity. If Malaysia were to amend its calculation of total share capital to use par value instead of market value, the 30% Bumiputera quota for total share capital holdings would have been long met, thereby negating the continuation of the pro-Bumiputera policy. Not only are adequate goals and targets important in devising preference measures but also the standards and bases of calculations by which one measures how those pre-defined goals are met. Equality and fairness call for fair goals, fair standards, and fair practices in every aspect of society.

C. Non-Race Based Affirmative Action Programs

As in the United States, measures not focused on race, but on wealth, place of residence, and other less problematic distinguishing features can accomplish many of the same goals as racial preferences. While race-based affirmative action programs are subject to strict scrutiny in the United States, affirmative action programs focusing on income, family education and wealth are subject to a lower standard of review, namely the rational basis standard of review. This section explains the two standards of review along with alternative non-race-based affirmative action programs that Malaysia could adopt in place of its pro-Bumiputera policies so as to effectively target the categories of people who are expected to benefit from the program.

1. The Use of Strict Scrutiny

The United States Supreme Court decision in Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, posits that strict scrutiny should be used regardless of the level of government whenever any race-based affirmative action is analyzed. The burden of proof is on the government to show that the narrowly tailored, race-based affirmative action program serves a compelling government interest. The government would have to show the discrimination is pervasive and would have to consider race-neutral ways to achieve the same goal and find that they are insufficient in order for the government to
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remedy it. Malaysia’s program certainly fails this part of strict scrutiny. Nevertheless, a strict scrutiny approach is called for given the unique societal tensions and stigmas racial distinctions produce and the possibility of affirmative approaches to produce greater equity.

In Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District, a case involving race discrimination without an invidious purpose, strict scrutiny was applied. The United States Supreme Court held that remedying past discrimination could not be used as a compelling interest to justify the Seattle School District’s ongoing plans because the School District had remedied the past discrimination. This rule is correct because remedied past discrimination cannot be used for the continuation of race-based affirmative action programs. It does not make sense to base an actively ongoing affirmative action program on a past course of discrimination that has been remedied. The Court reasoned that the essence of an affirmative action program is to correct an existing inequality. Similarly, in Malaysia, past discrimination that has been remedied cannot serve as the basis for ongoing race-based preference measures. As explained above, Malaysia has reached 30% using the market value versus the par value of a given stock and past racial inequalities has been rectified with the Malays accumulating a significant amount of wealth. Instead, non-race based affirmative action programs can be adopted as further discussed below.

2. The Use of Rational Basis Review

If Malaysia instead focused on income, place of residence, family education, or wealth, it would be focusing on characteristics more relevant to the sources of inequality. This would make such non-race-based affirmative action programs less questionable because it would be dealing with categories of people the state would be expected to wish to assist because of social and economic disadvantage.

Healthcare, food, shelter, and education are not deemed fundamental rights under the Constitution of the United States. Under rational basis review, the burden of proof is on the challenger to show that the government’s action is rationally related to a legitimate government purpose. Unlike strict scrutiny where the burden of proof is on the government, rational basis review affords the government more leeway and flexibility. The fit between the law in question and the government’s purpose is allowed
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to be poor under rational basis review such that any conceivable legitimate purpose suffices, regardless of whether it is the government’s actual purpose.

Under rational basis review, it is acceptable to deny one group rights but approve another group those same rights because the relationship only has to be rationally related; thus, over-inclusivity and under-inclusivity of laws are permitted. Laws reviewed using a rational basis standard are allowed to be under-inclusive because the legislature is allowed to take incremental steps, one step at a time. Additionally, cost savings and administrative inconvenience to the legislature are valid excuses in favor of the government under rational basis review.

Therefore, instead of race-based pro-Bumiputera policies, Malaysia could opt to enact affirmative action programs based on income, place of residence, family education, and wealth that are rationally related to any conceivable legitimate government purpose. These laws are allowed to be over-inclusive or under-inclusive allowing for the government to take incremental steps of corrective action. The Malaysian government’s policies would then only be subject to a rational basis standard of review, and the legislature would be allowed to account for cost savings and administrative burdens in deciding the acceptability to deny one group rights while approving another group those same rights.

Nonetheless, fear or bare dislike of a group is never sufficient as a legitimate purpose. The only explanation for the Malaysian approach today is a desire of a majority group to dominate minorities for its own benefit. Under rational basis review, any conceivable purpose would work but not where the actual purpose is known and where the challenger has proved actual animus behind the law. In such cases, rational basis review is applied more strictly—with “teeth.” In United States Department of Agriculture v. Moreno, rational basis review with “teeth” was applied to a law that prevented people from obtaining food stamps when they lived with someone in the same house unrelated to them who already claimed food stamps. The law in this case was struck down because the animus against hippies was the actual purpose of the law. While individual citizens may hold their own biases and prejudices based on the circumstances of their upbringing, for instance, the government is not allowed to hold such biases and prejudices toward any specific group of the society. It does not matter if the government is merely mirroring the feelings of the general population. The government is, under no circumstances, allowed to legitimize fear, hate, animus or bare
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dislike toward any selected group of people regardless of whether it is based on the group’s mutable (e.g., wealth) or immutable (e.g., race) traits.

III. CONCLUSION

Given the analysis between strict scrutiny and rational basis review, Malaysia should use a rational basis review approach and implement affirmative action measures focused on income, family education, or wealth. For instance, affirmative action programs could target those with a combined household income below a certain designated threshold; this would assist and better the lives of citizens of limited means regardless of race. The prevalence of misuse via “Ali Baba” antics would be reduced via wealth-based affirmative action measures. Moreover, wealth-based affirmative action programs would still further of the objective of eradicating poverty, which was the original goal of the pro-Bumiputera policy.

To combat the extreme human rights violations of non-Malays in Malaysia, Malaysia should engage in non-race-based affirmative action programs and stipulate an immediate end date of pro-Bumiputera policies given that the Bumiputera total share capital in Malaysia has reached 30% under a market value calculation.